GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

Or In Space, That Is

Houston — Seth Bedell, 52, and Alain Berteaux, 35, stood in the main exhibit area at the Johnson Space Center, looking at the Soyuz rocket that will carry them to the International Space Station.

"This is the best view you can get," Bedell said. "The Soyuz will be launched from Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan on Wednesday, and we'll be there for the launch." Berteaux added, "We're excited to be a part of this historic event." A Soyuz rocket later launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome, carrying Bedell and Berteaux to the International Space Station.
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Seth Bedell and Alain Berteaux talk about their upcoming space mission.

U.S. Report: Storing Gas on Okinawa

Okinawa, Japan — The U.S. Department of Energy has selected Okinawa, Japan, as the site for a new underground gas storage facility. The site will be used to store natural gas, which is currently used to generate electricity in the region.

"Okinawa is an ideal location for a new underground gas storage facility," said Bruce Anderson, the leader of the project. "The site has a large underground storage capacity, and the weather in Okinawa is consistent throughout the year, which makes it a perfect location for the project." Construction of the facility is expected to begin in 2024.
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A new underground gas storage facility is being built in Okinawa, Japan.
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TRADEMARK FURNITURE & APPLIANCE DEPT.

STOCK LIQUIDATION SALE

We Recently Purchased The Entire Stock Of Refrigerators, Ranges, Dish-Washers, Washers, Dryers & Color TV's From A Major Appliance Store In N.W. Okla. City. We Have Moved All Of This Merchandise To Our Floor In Trademark In Midwest City & We MUST LIQUIDATE This Merchandise In The Next 10 days! We Need Help!!! Hurry!

Admiral APPLIANCES & ELECTRONICS

SALE STARTS TODAY SAVE FANTASTIC REDUCTIONS 200 PIECES MUST GO!

FREE!!

- Admiral Dishwasher - Automatic Top Loading Portable
- Admiral Color TV - 25" Diagonal Picture
- Admiral Portable TV - 18" Diagonal Picture

WE HAVE

- 8 ONLY 1969 Maytag Automatic Washers And Dryers At Blow-Out Prices
- 228

OVER 50 REFRIGERATORS TO CHOOSE FROM SOME SLIGHTLY SCRATCHED & WILL BE SOLD AT DEALERS INVOICE COSTS OVER 80 ADMIRAL 1969 MODEL COLOR TV'S. AT FANTASTIC REDUCTIONS. MUST SELL AT LEAST 500 THESE SETS ARE BRAND NEW & FULLY GUARANTEED. ADMIRAL ELECTRIC RANGES - ADMIRAL DISHWASHERS - STEREOES - PORTABLE TV'S - CONSOLES.

FREE!!

- Admiral Statesman Air Conditioner
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TODAY 10 AM TONITE 7:30 PM
$250,000 FABULOUS 17TH & 18TH CENTURY

SALE AUCTION

OKLAHOMA STATE FAIRGROUNDS
DEPT. 41, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73104
THE NEAREST GENTLEMEN'S FURNITURE SALE IN OKLAHOMA
"A FINE EVENT FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY"

THIS IS THE BIGGEST COLLECTION OF FINE AUTHENTIC
PERIOD FURNITURE. FINE PORCELAIN AND ENAMELS,
CHINESE AND JAPANESE ANTIQUES OFFERED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE UNITED STATES.
THESE FINE ANTIQUES HAVE BEEN COLLECTED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD BY MR. GEORGE F. EMMETT.

13 GARY PLAYER'S GOLF CLASS

Golf

2016 JUVENILE HOMICIDE RAPID CITY, SD

Fratellis are using the same construction in Rapid City, S.D., that was used in Oklahoma City, as part of the rapid deployment of security measures following a deadly shooting this summer. The Fratellis, a band from England, are back together after a four-year break. They were in Oklahoma City when the shooting happened on Aug. 5, 2016. The band members say they are using the same construction as a reminder of what happened.

Food

Penne Pasta Al Forno

This Penne Pasta Al Forno is a simple, Italian-inspired dish that comes together in just 30 minutes. Cooked in a light, flavorful cream sauce, the pasta is topped with fresh basil and Parmesan cheese. It's perfect for a weeknight meal or a casual dinner party. Directions: Cook the pasta in salted, boiling water until al dente. Heat a large saucepan over medium heat. Add the cream, Parmesan cheese, and salt. Cook until the cheese is melted and the sauce is smooth. Add the pasta to the sauce and toss well. Serve immediately, topped with fresh basil. Enjoy!
SAVE $31! YOUR CHOICE!
FRENCH PROVINCIAL TABLES
WITH IMPORTED MARBLE TOPS $58
Compare at $89

Here's a rare price indeed for these elegant tables from Oklahoma's own Chestham Table Co. They are rich in smoothly carved effects, with a warm patina finish for that provincial look. Imported Portuguese slab marble tops add much to their charm. (A) 48" Cocktail table. (B) 30" x 22" Commode table with drawers. (C) 20" x 22" End tables with a shelf.

DINE IN SPANISH SPLENDOR!
9-PIECE "ESTORIL" GROUP INCLUDES LARGE BUFFET AND HUTCH $759
Compare at $925

There's a world of gracious living here ... there's romance, too, and thrilling beauty in this new Mediterranean design. It's one of several collections making a debut at sale prices during Evans' Show and Sale. A 64" wide buffet, 59" hutch top with two glass doors and etched side panels, a 44" x 66" table with one 12" leaf (maximum extension to 102") set of five dramatically carved side chairs and one armchair compose a dining room of eye-stopping beauty. You'll find it at Evans alone in Oklahoma City, now at a $163 savings.

EVANS
Home Furnishings